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Sdela

he development of creative thinking is an integral part of university education, and research is both a facilitator and a result of that
process. Rating systems such as the one developed by U.S. News &
World Report incorporate the quality of research conducted at a university, or the reputation resulting from that research, as one component. The
classification system developed by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching depends on research as well. The placement of
a university in a Carnegie Foundation class is perceived as an indication
of the level of ongoing research in that institution. Currently SMU is classified as a Doctoral I University- with 40 or more doctorates awarded a
year in five or more disciplines. In the proposed system for 2000, it likely
will be included in the Doctoral/Research Universities I classification with 50 or more doctorates awarded a year across at least 15 disciplines.
The quality of research carried out in a university depends on the
quality of faculty, students, and facilities. SMU recently has recruited
some additional outstanding faculty, and one of the major objectives of
The Campaign for SMU: A Time to Lead, begun three years ago, is the
improvement of research and teaching facilities. Improved facilities help
attract high-quality students, as well. The new Meadows Museum, to be
completed in spring 2001; the Dedman Life Sciences Building, scheduled
for completion in 2002; and the Jerry Junkins Electrical Engineering
Building are a direct result of this effort.
The features included in this volume of SMU Research attest to the
quality of ongoing research at SMU. The article on inventions and
patents offers a glimpse into the commercialization process for SMU
research and its value outside the University environment. This issue
also highlights two of SMU's best researchers- art historian Annemarie
Weyl Carr and Southwest historian David Weber. The shorter features
describing the interests of several other faculty members illustrate the
diversity of research on campus. The Research News, Sponsored
Research, Faculty Recognition, and Faculty Publications sections all provide a picture of research vitality throughout the University.
We are grateful for your interest and encouragement, and we look forward to your continued support. Thank you.

U. Narayan Bhat
Dean of Research and Graduate Studies

minorities are manipulated
capitalize on current trends,
with disturbing results.
"Advertising's goal is to
our attention for a few
while it sells us a particular
uct or service," Cortese sa
"Adverti ing exploits our fi
tion with sex, violence, and til
exotic to get our attention. Ad
play with our values and tug a
our emotion , often with unfort
e n con equences."
From pickups and blenders t.
p rfume and jeans, advertisin,
d pict thin, beautiful womer
nd l an , mu cular men engagec
in romantic, coercive, bumbling
or olh r typ of behaviors, fos
t ring t reotypes and creatinl
mi co ne ption about relation·
. hip: a nd the nature of socia:
r alily.
" hildr n u ed to learn about
Ji[l from parents, teachers, and
olh r authority figures. Today's
chi ldr n are increasingly picking
up tho e le ons from those who
only want to sell them something," Cortese says. "Children
and adul t need to be more media
literate o they can see through
the tereotypes and hidden mesage , and not allow advertising
to cript their behavior."
formore information: Anthony Cortese
f-mail: tcortma>mail.smu.edu
Web site: www.smu.edu/·anthrop/tcortese.hflll

Virtual Reality
Sur,ery
For moreinformation: Jack Ro,ers
E-mail: jvro,ersweartblink.net

AdvertisinJ
and Ourselves

W

hat do print ads really tell
us about our culture and
ourselves?
Advertising uses images of
ethnic stratification, gender
stereotyping, racial assimilation,
and sexual violence to appeal to
consumers, says Sociology Professor Anthony J. Cortese. His
recent book, Provocateur: Images
of Women and Minorities in
Advertising, exposes how advertising images of women and

E

ngineering researchers at
SMU are developing a device
that someday may enable
physicians to perform surgery
without being present in the
operating room or touching their
patients.
Yildirim Hurmuzlu, associate
professor of mechanical engineering and an expert in
biomechanics, has created a device known
as a haptic interface
with the help of a
team of graduate students. Haptic comes
from the Greek word
meaning "to touch ." Tlw
device r sembl s a mechan·
ical arm, complct ' with It
should r, an elbo' , n wri ~t . nnd
partiall. complctl'd hand.
Hurmuzlu ~ayt-< it "111 pn'l ·
bl. b' n long t inw lwfort' l'nr ' '' n
opcrntl' on p a t il• nt ~ ' tt h a nlh,llt

'The Blob,' Part II

·it h n

~t'nrdwr:.-<

at Johns
and th
•rslt) of'I'e us outh\ estern
·nl enter ut allu to d v 1'dtcul uppli ation u ing the
echnology.
in~

l..lniversit)

mformation: Yildirim Hurmudu
E· 1 11rmuzlua>seas.smu.edu

eb s http://cyborcpeas.smu.edu/·
~ 111zlu/index.html

Evidence of
domesticatiOn often
appears fnst with
the makm~ of pottery.

es inClay
piece of broken pottery is
providing import ant clues to
the domestication of plants
am 3.nimals in northern Africa
dw g the early Neolithic Period.
.atherine Nelson, a doctoral
stu nt in anthropology, has discov ed what she believes is the
old t piece of pottery unearthed
in 1 rthern Mrica. The piece was
fou l in a collection of ancient
Eg: tian pottery samples brought
to MU before Egypt began
req ring in 1987 that archaeolog 3.1 finds remain there for
stu ' and display. The nondescr ~. gray piece of fired clay was
dis rded near Egypt's presentda~ Nabta Playa about 10,000
yef. ago.
felson, who is studying potter from the world's six oldest
site has concluded that evidence
of >mestication often appears
fin with the making of pottery
anc ater in the altered genetics of
wil plants that have been domesti~ ~d. Discovery of this piece of
pot ry is important because it
sh< s that the people who made it
volving from purely hunting
aa• ~athering to survival by gatheri : and storing specific wild
set ;, she says. Because the
~ss of making pottery took at
1411 two weeks then, they stayed
e place longer.
l elson began analyzing
mt Egyptian pottery with
rragement from SMU anthro~st Fred Wendorf, who has
research expeditions into
1ern Mrica for more than 37

MU geophysiciHts, using the
latest in seiHmic technology,
have discover d a large volume of unusually high -v locity
matter d ep within the Earth
that may provide clues to better
understanding of geological activities on the planet's surface.
The anomalous matter, located more than 1,000 miles under
the western Caribbean Sea, is
about 80 miles thick by 380 miles
long, almost vertical, and is
believed to be slowly descending
like the colored substance in a
lava lamp. Scientists believe it
may be an old subductive slab, but
they are not certain how it moves.
Ileana Madalina Tibuleac, a
postdoctorate researcher in the
Department of Geological Sciences,
and Professor Eugene T. Herrin
made the surprising discovery
while analyzing data gathered by
sophisticated seismic equipment
designed to detect underground
nuclear tests.
Scientists have long believed
that the Earth's lower mantle
(about 450 to 1,800 miles below
the surface) was a homogeneous
substance surrounding the Earth's
core. The discovery could provide
clues about the composition ofthe
lower mantle and the role it may
play in ei rnic event clo e to the
Earth' surface, Tibuleac ay .

The anomalous
matter 1s believed !o
be slowly
desce1 di1~ Ike the
colored substance
i alava lamp.

for more information: Ileana Madalina Tibuleac
E-mail: ileanaa>passion.isem.smu.edu
W
eb site: ~eolo~y.heroy.smu . edu!-ileana/

RockofA!es

A

single rock collected by John Goodge ha revealed some of the major
geological events of the past three billion years. Goodge, associate
professor of geological science , make frequent trips to the rarely
explored Transarctic Mountains in Antarctica, one of the oldest rock formations on Earth. On each expedition, he collects several thousand
pounds of rocks to study and classify.
Goodge got a surprise while studying one of the rock using a sophisticated probe that is able to date individual part of a rock specimen.
"What is unique about this ample is that we have evidence for
four events separated over two and a half billion years of time,"
oodge says. The events include the formation of what was to
beoome Antarctica and the much later formation of the
Transarctic Mountains.
e fincliDgs of Goodge's research were published in
t
emb
9 issue of the journal Geology.

For more in rmation: lob
ye
E-mail: i!ttdyti>•ail.SIII.HI
Web site: tnnr.ttttlOfl,.SIII.d~i~tyardlttotl!f.ldlll

Dinosaur Dinnen

D

inosaur skeletons unearthedin China three years ago b'
an SMU paleontologist are
providing new clues into the eating
habit of theropods, ancient carnivore who e diet has long been a
ow·ce of my tery to scientists.
In an article published in the
December 1999 issue of Nature
magazine, graduate · stude~t
Yo hit ugu Kobayashi says tiny
ton found inside the rib cages
of 12 o trich-like dinosaurs called
ornithomimids indicate they may
hav had gizzard stomachs that
u d grit to digest plant food,
much like modern-day birds.
In modern birds, there is a
cl ar relationship between diet
a nd the characteristics of the grit
th y u . Meat-eating birds (carnivore ) have no gizzard or grit,
while fruit-eating birds (frugivore ) u e only a little grit and
plant-eating birds (herbivores)
retain more grit.
"The occurrence of gastroliths
in the e ornithomimids and the
large number of stomach stones
they contained are consistent
with a herbivorous diet and the
possession of a gizzard like that
found in modern herbivorous
birds," Kobayashi says.
Orni thomimids
lived during the
Upper Cretaceous
period from roughly 130 million to 65
million years ago.

for more information:
Yoshitsu!u Kobayashi
Phone: 214 ·768·2150

Search in~ for
Antimatter

MU physicists are participating in a research project they
hope will provide fresh
insights into the nature of matter,
antimatter, and the formation of
the universe.
Together with colleagues at
Syracuse University and t he
University of Minnesota, SMU
physicists helped build a new particle identification device for an
electron-positron collider. Their
d"fort J'! pFlrt of a program to study
thf; fun damf·ntfll intf'factions of
quMk s that involver-; 20 other

North American institutions.
SMU's portion of the project,
headed by Physics Professor
Thomas E. Coan and performed
in Fondren Science Building, was
to design and construct a large,
novel form of a Cherenkov light
radiator, a device that produces
light when electrically charged
subatomic particles pass through
matter at speeds close to that of
light. The characteristic pattern
of the produced light is used to
identify the particle.
By smashing streams of electrons an d positrons together, the
collider produces subatomic particles know n as bottom quarks th at
can be used to examine differences betwee n matter and a nti

matter. Matter and antimatter have the same
physical properties but
opposite electric charges.
"There are strong theoretical and experimental reasons to believe that the universe
was created with equal amounts of
matter and antimatter," Coan
says. ''Yet, when you look at the
universe today, the stars, planets,
and people you see are all made
from matter. The antimatter has
disappeared. VVhat happened to
all the antimatter?"

for more information: Thomas Coan
[·mail: coaniDmail.physics.smu.edu
Web site: www.physics.smu.edu/·
coan/index.html

t smic

trnatures
ri an St ump originally wanted to use seismic wave analysis to detect underground
nu ·ar explosions. While developi r more sophisticated instrume s for interpreting seismic
wa s, Stump also has discovered
mo about the Earth.
Because seismic waves are
usf Ll, the Department of Defense
ha1 ;pent a lot of money placing
sei 10graphs all over the world,"
sa~ Stump, a seismologist and
pr< ssor of geological sciences in
De nan College. "These instrume .s have opened the door for
me ~rn seismology and geoph. ics by enabling us to identify
ea1 tquakes of relatively small
me 1itude and to understand the
str :ture of the Earth in more
de1 l. As we began to make maps
of 1ake activity, we began to
un rstand plate tectonics and
thE dea that earthquakes occur
ale ~plate boundaries."
:tump's research focuses on
thE pread of seismic waves from
exJ 1sions and natural geological
evt ts. He uses controlled mining
ex] >sions and earthquakes to
stt r the Earth's structure, as
we as the physics of an event
tfu generates waveforms that
an 1ropagated worldwide.
lis research has led to three
im rtant developments:
• ] 1thematical and theoretical
1 1dels for representing the
1 1rces of seismic waves and
f ne of their characteristics;
• • )etter understanding of
1~h-frequency waves; and
• J 1pointing the characteristics
t waves generated by mining
t plosions and how they dif1 · from earthquakes and
derground nuclear explo1 •ns. Stump and other scients are trying to ensure that
1all mining explosions are
t misread as nuclear tests.

Stump's recent research
focuses on the characteristics of
explosions, including quantification of single-fired nuclear and
chemical explosions and multifired chemical explosions commonly used by the mining industry. What he is learning about the
spatial and temporal effects of
mining explosions and their signature in regional waveforms has
applications for monitoring a
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
where even small explosions will
be identified using their seismic
signatures to ensure compliance.
Stump received his Ph.D.

from the University of California
at Berkeley. He joined the SMU
faculty in 1983, and is a member
of the Air Force Technical Applications Center Seismic Review
Panel. He served as scientific
adviser to the U.S. delegation to
the Conference on Disarmament
in Geneva, Switzerland, from
1994 to 1996 and has been a consultant and staff member at Los
Alamos National Laboratory.

for more information: Brian Stump
E-mail: bstumpi>mail.smu.edu
Web site: www.yeoloyy.smu.edu/-vineyard/
stump.html

Stump and other
~c

t ·ts are tty11~

to E sure !~d!
s I m~
explo~1o sare

Jl mwead

as nuclear ets
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Settin!the
Standard

which data i
nt. n p r on
could b talking, anoth r could b
r c iving a fax, anoth r could b
receiving tock quot and another could be nding pic ur - all
hank
to the work of at different rate . Th qu tion i
S omeshwar Gupt a and hi
how do w develop a tandard ized
SMU gradua te tudent , procedure that can handle all
the
phone may not be used onl
different rate ?" Gupta ay .
for talking anymore. Gupta the
Hi experie nce re earchin g
Cecil H. Green Profe or of wireles communication
tretchEngine ering, is contrib uting to es back almo t 20 year
, when
the development of standar ds for the U.S. Air Force Office
of
broadba nd wireless services that Scientific Re earch gave
him a
will transfo rm the voice-only cel- series of grants to solve
problular telepho ne into a mobile lems found in the emergi
ng techcommunication device with mul- nology. Today he receive
s most of
tiple functions.
his support from wireless comThe standar d Gupta is help- munica tion companies such
as
ing develop is called Wide Code Raythe on Telecom munica
tions
Division Multipl e Access, or System s and Ericsson Inc.,
which
WCDMA. It will enable voice, has awarde d several
grants to
text, the Interne t, and even support a team of Ph.D.
student s
movies to be sent through cellular researc hing problems associa
ted
phones . Standa rds help the with WCDMA.
world's 4 70 million wireless users
"Ericsson has been supportto communicate with one another ing me for five or six years,
and
withou t a lot of interference.
every couple of years it changes
Broadb and can accommodate the nature of the problem . I
enjoy
more voice traffic along a network working on problems that
have
than the limited bandwi dth now meanin g and will advance
practiin use, Gupta says. The technolo- cal uses, but that also
require
gy, however, become s more com- very advanc ed mathem
atics,
plicated when more than voice probabj}ity theory, and electric
al
data IS sent.
engineering to solve," he says.
"With different kind s of servGupta joined the SMU School
JCek, you n ·ed diff(!ren t rates at of Engine ering and Appli
d

T

nc in 1 7 and
rved a
chair of th El ctrical Engineering
partme nt from 19 2 to 19 9.
During hi 30-year career, he
ha
up rvi ed more than 60
Ph.D. di ertation written three
book , and publi hed more than
100 journal article . Recently he
wa named a Fellow of the
In titute of Electrical and Electronic Engine ers (IEEE), one of
the highest honors bestowed upon
an engineer. Gupta received his
Ph.D . in electric al enginee ring
from the Univers ity of California
at Berkeley.

for more information: Someshwar Gupta
E·mail: sc~a>seas.smu.edu
Web site: www.seas.smu.edu/ee/eefac/
sc~.html

Net Impact

A

l an A l b ar r an has
always been interest ed in the busines s side
of media. With the growth
of the Interne t, he has
turned his attentio n to the
impact of this new mod of
communication on busines s
and society.
His studi s focus on th
Lhrce types of cl cLronic commerce
conduct d on Lhe Intern 'L buH1-

ness to business, consumer U>
ness, and consumer to consumer.
"Electronic commerce on
Interne t is growing at a phenom
enal rate, much faster than origi
nally anticipa ted," says Albarrant
professor of electronic media and
film and associa te dean o1
Meadows School of the Arts. In
1999, $68 billion in sales was
tran acted over the Interne t. By
2002, annual revenue s from electronic commerce are projected to
b a high a $1.2 trillion.
There is considerable consenu that the Interne t economy will
outpace the global economy over
th next decade," Albarra n says.
The economic growth potential of electronic commerce raises
xp elation that every type of
bu ine can make money via the
Interne t. However, Albarra n says
r ality uggests otherwise. "Right
now the only industr ies making
money off the Interne t are travel,
financial ervices, and pornography," he says, adding that only 5
percent of online efforts were
expected to be profitable in 1999.
Although the Interne t repreent a new market for commerce,
Albarra n says, it is importa nt to
recognize that electron ic commerce involves relationships, not
only revenue transac tions.
"The buying and selling of
goods and service s, whether
transac ted betwee n consumers
and busines ses or businesses and
busines ses, is still driven by people," he says. "The virtual economy will be no different because it
will demand strong customer
service and value. In turn, customers who receive good service
and value will exhibit greater
brand loyalty."

11 t t l11 1\lt htlt ,,f livt•
lndin • ,, Ht'\\ bool •
t riiu ·· tht \\ ,•h So<'wl.
l< 1/ 1 ud Fcollom H /)11111 '11
tht• lnft'l'llt'f . HP \lsn eon
•s ,\:-- t dihn· t>f tht• Journal of'
• Fllllllllllll'S. Hu' ne t proj' ill lt• tlw st•eond edition of
1 WJ i book Management of
l<)llll' Media . Her cei ed his
}' I m tl'le 'Ommunication from
}' Ohio tate Univ rsity.

U

tt

' th

r

f ? mformation: Alan Albarran
[ a aalbarrawmail.smu.edu
tb •: www.smu.edu/·aalbarra/

:1eologian I oe r ~ R i e ~ e r · s
-esearch laboratory is locat~ d in the poverty-stricken
st1 ~ts of West Dallas.
\t least once a month, Rieger
aiJ his seminary students visit
th rrea to assist residents there
ar - by doing so - measure how
th r experiences impact their
ov lives. On the practical side,
th · build and repair homes,
w• ~ at the United Methodist
M ;ion Warehouse training high
sc ol dropouts for the job markE and try to build relationships
wi t residents. On the ecclesiastica .ide, they experiment with the
aJ ication of "liberation theoloID man urban setting.
'Liberation theology is neith liberal nor conservative, but
re ~ction on a new encounter
w LGod in places where we least
eli !Ct it- at the margins of societ · says Rieger, assistant profesS<l of systematic theology in
Pt iins School of Theology.
~se encounters lead to a better
erstanding of ourselves,
• .1ding our political and ecoLic commitments. Churches
1i , claim to be above politics
o1 n end up endorsing the politia status quo, which sometimes
a be oppressive."
Rieger and his students bring
tl r experiences in West Dallas
h1 {to the classroom, where they
k on defining their social,
tical, and economic responsijes in a religious context.
se discussions and experi:!S have become the heart of
~ral books he has written or
ed on the subject, including
widely acclaimed Remember

Poor: The Challenge to
ology in the Twenty-First

tlBDHl und
('pnfurv
LtberultiiM the Future :

Oocl,

Mammon

and

Theology (1998) .
Liberation th olog vuri s from one
anoth r,
to
area
Rieger says. The liberation theology of
entral Mexico is
different from the
liberation theology of an urban
area because of
the issues involved and how
political systems affect
them.
The same can
be said for the liberation theology of African Americans,
Hispanics, women, homosexuals,
or any group that suffers at the
hands of those in power.
"Liberation theology is looking at what hurts and what can
be done in a religious context to
correct that, modeling our actions
after God's own actions," Rieger
says. "The issue is how do we
revitalize those who are in need of
help and revitalize ourselves at
the same time. I tell my students
that, if we're honest with ourselves, going into West Dallas
does a lot more for us than it does
for the people there."

ao walk rnside tl..e
SMU Research Center
for Advanced
Manufactu·i ~ is to
vew !he future of

For more information: Joer! Rie,er

f-mail: jrie,era>mail.smu.edu

manufact

nn~

Web site: www.smu.edu/·theolon/rie,er.html

e. ~ineenn~

Manufadurin!

the Future

T

o walk inside the SMU
Research Center for Advanced Manufacturing is to view
the future of manufacturing
engineering. Located in Richardson's high-tech corridor, the center is advancing product development using new materials
and manufacturing processes.
Ra d ova n Kova cevi c, the
Herman Brown Professor of
Materials and Manufacturing
Processes in the School of Engineering and Applied Science,
oversees faculty members and
Ph.D. students who are researching and developing conceptual
products using some of the most
advanced manufacturing methods available.
The center's most promising
research is in the area of rapid

protoLyping and nwnufi.tc turing,
Kovacevic HayH ln rHpJd pnJ1.tJ
typing, three-dwwn sJlmal mod
els of pariH and tooi H dc.. velop ·d
by computer-a Hr-;ist ed desi gn
( ' AD ) are created out of plastic,
paper, or wax. However, SMU
researchers u se high -powered
laser and gas metal arc we) ding
to make structurally sound functional parts, molds, and dies .
The technology also is called
solid free-form fabrication.
Kovacevic is one of the first
researchers nationwide to use
rapid prototyping to make
metallic parts and tools from a
hybrid of gas metal arc welding
and precision milling. In doing
so, he is creating prototypes
that not only have the geometry
of the finished product, but its
mechanical and metallurgical
properties as well. In some
instances, his method is the
only way to produce the complexity found in real parts, such
as conformal channels for cooling and heating, in molds. He
can prototype parts and tools
using a variety of industrial
metals such as super alloys,
stainless steel, and tool steel.
"The advantage of this
method is that it eliminates several steps in the fabrication of
metallic functional parts, thus
reducing the crucial lead time
between designing a product
and bringing it to market,"
Kovacevic says. "This can give a
manufacturer an edge over its
competitor."
The holder of two U.S.
patents, Kovacevic has published more than 260 technical
papers and five books. Before
coming to SMU in 1997, he was
a professor of mechanical engineering at the University of
Kentucky. He has taught and
consulted at univer ities in
China and Europe. Kovacevic
is a fellow of the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers, a
Fulbright Scholar, a Duisberg
Scholar, and a Humboldt Scholar.
He received his Ph.D. in material science from the University of
Montenegro, Yugoslavia.
For more information: Radovan Kovacevic

E-mail: kovaceviwseas.smu.edu
Web site: www.seas.smu.edu/me/kovacevic/

more than 1,000 page s of code
that runs each prog ram. He aiM
learn ed Brail le to develop die
Math Brail leTa lk prog ram.
Metr oplex Voice Computing
of Arlin gton, Texa s, has copy.
right ed Gray 's prog rams and is
mark eting them to school district , comm unity colleges, and
unive rsitie s.
Gray was chair man of the
D partm ent of Math emat ics at
'11 xa Tech Univ ersit y before
joini ng the SMU facul ty in
1973. He earn ed both Bachelor's
and Ma ter's degr ees from
'11 xa Tech and a Ph.D. from the
r ity of Texa s at Austin.
Hi oth r re earch inter ests
inclu d deve lopin g data analyi · t chni ques and problems
ciate d with moni torin g
nucl ar t ts. He also is developing a meth odolo gy to detect
h art di ease from acoustical
data obtai ned throu gh newly
d v lop d senso rs. He has writt n more than 75 articl es on
appU ed math emat ics, statistics,
globa l warm ing, and nuclear
moni torin g.

for more information: Buddy Gray
E-mail: hcpay.vmail. smu.edu
Web site: www.smu.edu/-statistics/
taculty i!Jay.html

The Internet
and the Law

S

Helpin«Jthe

Disabled Do Math

'D

ifference of two squar es."
"Difference of two cubes."
"Binomial formula." "Quadratic equa tion. " "Qua drati c formula ." "3-D wave equa tion. "
As Henr y " Buddy" Gr ay
speak s, comp licate d math emat ical form ulas appe ar on his compute r scree n, almo st as if by
magic.
Gray , the '.F. Fren sley
ProfesHor of Math emat ics and
HtHti!-ltJCS in ONJman Co ll ege,
hHs d ·veloped the fln;t com put-

er softw are that can conv ert
voice comm ands into math emati cal expre ssion s. Altho ugh
other resea rcher s have developed voice-recognition softw are
that gene rates word s , Gray is
the first to develop a mean s to
gene rate comp licate d math ematic al equa tions . His softw are
can type virtu ally any math emati cal symbol and equa tion.
Gray 's softw are has three
versi ons. One versi on, calle d
Math Talk , can be used by professi onal math emat ician s as
well as college stude nts who
are unab le to use a keyb oard. A
ver sion call ed Math Brail leTa lk
can he used hy visua lly

impa ired stude nts. This version trans lates math emat ical
form ulas into Brai lle, whic h
can then be outp ut using an
embo sser. It also will echo or
read aloud any math emat ical
expre ssion enter ed by voice.
Gray also creat ed a grade schoo l versi on of Math Talk
calle d Arith meti cTal k, whic h
can be used by child ren in
grad es 1 throu gh 5.
Gray, a form er dean of
Dedm an Colle ge, bega n to
deve lop the softw are thre
years ago just to h lp hims lf
and hi s seer tary. H taug ht
hims elf th comp ut r prog ram ming necp ssary to write the

ince the Inter net was
open ed to comm ercia l use
in 1995 , it has had a
trem endo us impa ct on the way
busin ess is done worldwide.
I an e Ka uf ma n Win n, associate profe ssor in SMU School of
Law, is one of only a few
resea rche rs in the coun try
study ing the impa ct of e-cornmerc e on comm ercia l law - and
on the legal profe ssion .
"One of the most inter estin g
thing s abou t e-com merc e is the
degre e to whic h lawy ers may
beco me incre asing ly irrel vant
if the techn ology work s as
inten ded by its desig ners. "
Winn says. "This ha
ry profoun d impl icati ons for ·w hat
attor neys shou ld b learn ing in
law schoo l and ' hnt tlw.
shou ld b doing in lm prn 'tl('t'.
beca us some trndi tionn l art':\
of la
prn 't ict mny lt'l'(H llt
much 1 'HS impo rtant .''
~'or t' nmp k, \ inn t' p\;lm
t<'n~ of' billio ns of' thlll:\1'~' t,f 't '"

l'OlllpHI'HIIVP

l nw lllld gP IH'I'HI

buHIIH'HH IIIW,

whieh

('OVPl'H HUl' h

nulomn lt d COllliHPI'CiUI
tmnsuctionH . Slw uiHo work d

1\l'l'HH IIH

a sto ·kbroker before •arning
her law d gree from Harvard
Law Sch ool.
Winn is co-author of
the treatise The Law
of Electronic Commerce (1998) and has
published numerous
papers on different
issues relating to
the law of electronic
commerce.

HH

for more information:

Jane Kaufman Winn
E-mail: jwinnwmail.smu.edu
Web site: www.smu.edu/·jwinn/
mt
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transactions have been
lucted over the past 20
·s using "electronic data
rchange" technologies, yet
e has never been a single
rted litigated case involving
contracts.
)ne foundation of successful
e-c nmerce, Winn says, is the
or .nizations responsible for
se ng the technical standards
fo: onducting business over the
In rnet. These organizations
ar addressing such issues as
w l t can be used in lieu of a
m tual signature in electronic
co merce agreements. Winn
re ived a grant from SMU's
U- versity Research Council to
st ly various organizations
in •lved in setting technical
st tdards for e-commerce.
'The work of technical standf l-setting organizations has
at acted relatively little attentic among academics studying
le l and political institutions,"
W n says. She hopes her
re arch will provide the found~ on for an analysis of the relat e fairness and efficiency of
t1J different standard-setting
p1 :esses.
'The ability to evaluate
tl: ;e institutions critically from
a rger social and political perIJ :tive is essential, given the
gJ ving importance of informa• technology and its ability to
d.i •lace existing legal and politie institutions as sources of
· ling nonns governing social
economic behavior," Winn

'·

Winn, who joined the SMU
tlty in 1989, is well-posied to conduct research on
mmerce because her origilegal specialties included

Gender and the
Middle A~es

B

onnie Wheeler steps back in
time to the Middle Ages
every day to illuminate
such issues as gender, heroism,
and chivalry through her scholarship and her teaching.
Although her research spans
from the origins of the legend of
King Arthur in the sixth century to the heroism of Joan of Arc
in the fifteenth , Wheeler contends that her discoveries offer
students valuable insight about
their roles in society today.
"We presume that gender is
a contemporary concern, but the

fin•t th1ng JH'oplt• alwayH aHk
about a lwalthy baby iH, 'fH it a
boy or a girl?"' Hays Wh<·eler,
HHHociate profesHor of' EngliHh.
"I'm interested in how gend •r
formation takes place acroHs
cultures and time. Until recently, we've known very little about
women in the Middle Ages, but
we've also known just as little
about male role formation in
that period."
Wheeler, who serves as
director of SMU's Medieval
Studies program in Dedman
College, has spent the past 25
years researching gender roles
in the Middle Ages, focusing on
such significant figures as the
Abbess Heloise, Abelard, and
Joan of Arc. She also writes
about literary representations
of heroism in the Middle Ages.
Last fall Wheeler, who frequently appears on the History
Channel and A&E Network, discussed Joan of Arc on a H istory
or Hollywood program. "Joan of
Arc was the quintessential military hero and ultimate political
victim. Her story is one about
love for her country only as
much as it is about her love for
God. It forces us to consider
questions of spirituality, something that intellectuals (as professional skeptics) often find
embarrassing."
As general editor for the
book series The New Middle
Ages
Wheeler has edited
Feminea Medieualia I: Representation of the Feminine in

the Muld!t' Aw'·'>, Medwuol
Molhet·ln{4, Fre ..,/t Vt'rdrt·l.'> ort
,Joan of'Arr·, iJel'Otrllfl/4 Malt" ltl
the Mtddle Aues, and rntJc;t
r cenily, Li.<;tenmu to H elou;eThe Vmce of a 'lwelfth Century
Woman.
Wheeler also serves as editor of Arthuriana, the quarterly
journal of the International
Arthurian Society - North
American Branch. The journal
maintains a Web site at
dc.smu.edulAthuriana/.
"Stories of King Arthur are
often thought to be utopian,
but I argue instead that these
stories maintain a vivid, hopeful - even heroic - idea of society and politics in spite of
inevitable human frailty,"
Wheeler says. "These stories
are often beautifully crafted,
and I am drawn to their beauty
as much as to their insight."
Wheeler, who joined SMU in
1975, previously taught at
Columbia University and Case
Western Reserve University. At
SMU she has received numerous
honors and grants, including the
Outstanding Teacher Award, the
Perrine Prize of Phi Beta Kappa
for excellence in scholarship and
teaching, and SMU Research
Council grants among others.
She received her Ph.D. from
Brown University in 1971.
for more information: Bonnie Wheeler
E-mail: bwheelerwmail.smu.edu
Web site: www.smu.edu/-bwheeler/
medstud/pro~Jram.html

"Collaboration amon~
universities.
corporat,3ns, and
~overnments is

essen! a. to tram
well qualihed
hme~ aIen~meers."
Chen says.

Financial
En!ineerin!

A

ndrew Chen likes to think
of himsel f as a "financ ial
enginee r." Chen, distinguished profess or of finance in
Cox School of Busine ss, studies
how busine sses and govern ments can reduce their risk
exposu res and improv e their
bottom lines by making better
use of financi al resourc es.
For exampl e, Chen says,
financi al enginee rs have been
able to help banks greatly reduce
the cost of making transac tions.
"Previo usly a bank transac tion using a teller cost an average of$1.27 ," Chen says. "If customers use an ATM machin e,
that transac tion costs only 27
cents. If they use on line bank-

·a_
major comm rcial
now
off r lh ir cu lorn r onlin
bankin g rvic fr of ch rg
- providi ng b tt r
rvic to
their cu tomer and reducin g
their operati ng expen e at the
arne time.
Corpor ation u e financi al
enginee ring to reduce financi ng
costs or hedge their exposu re to
currenc y price risks, Chen says.
For exampl e, in the past a corporatio n may have issued stock
to raise money. Today, they
could arrange a loan through a
foreign bank and save hundre ds
of thousan ds of dollars as well
as the time-co nsumin g process
of registe ring with the Securities and Exchan ge Commi ssion
(SEC), he says.
Carefu l applica tions of
financi al enginee ring also can
help govern ments raise funds at
lower costs. For exampl e, governmen ts can issue inflatio nindexed bonds to reduce their
costs of borrow ing by not paying
inflatio n premiu ms, or can issue
"puttab le" bonds that guaran tee
a certain return, thus lowerin g
the risk for investo rs.
Financ ial enginee ring techniques also can be us >d to pro-

vid , olulion lo num rou
probl m · hal hav plague d
larg - cale public infra tructur e
proj cl in em rging nations
h n a . He ugge t that
financi ng of
uch project s
hould be privatiz ed to eliminate the bribery, corrup tion,
and inefficiency that often occur
when politici an handle the
financi ng .
Financ ial engine ers in all
ectors use derivat ives, which
can provide high rates of return,
but are also very risky if used
incorre ctly. Chen special izes in
studyin g the growin g market
for derivat ives - and some of the
financi al disaste rs that have
resulte d from their use. In 1994,
for exampl e, Orange County ,
Califor nia, lost $1.64 billion
from some specula tive highleverag e investm ent strateg ies.
Chen's analys is of recent
derivat ive debacle s indicat es
that most are caused by lack of
knowle dge about derivat ives
usage among senior manag ers
and lack of interna l control systems in many banks, corpora tions, and govern ments.
"Collab oration among univ rsities, corporations, and gov rnments is ess ntial to lrain wellqualifie d financial enginee rs,"

Chen says. "Good financial engineers should have a thorough
underst anding of advanced mathematical concepts, as well as the
financial and comput ational tools
require d for the design and application of financial derivatives."
Chen joined the SMU faculty in 1983 after teachin g
appoin tments at The Ohio State
Univer sity, the Univer sity of
Califor nia at Berkele y, and the
State Univer sity of New York
at Buffalo . He receive d his
Bachel or's degree in economics
from the Nation al Taiwan
Univer sity and receive d a
Master 's degree in economics
and a Ph.D. in finance from
the Univer sity of Califor nia at
Berkele y.

for more information : Andrew Chen
E-mail: achena>mail.smu.edu
Web site: www.cox .smu.edu /flnance/
faculty/chen.html
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, hile working as an antenna engineer
for Hughes Aircraft Company, Choon
Sae Lee wanted to develop a better
an 1.na for the booming field oftelecommunic ions.
; was not until he joined the SMU facult in 1989, however, that Lee had the
opj rtunity to pursue research in this area.
ided by several grants from the Texas
er Education Coordinating Board's
.need Technology Program, created by
rexas Legislature to fund research on

Several SMU researchers have made discoveries with commercial potential
technologies with potential for commercial
application, Lee has succeeded in designing
a new form of antenna that could revolutionize the wireless communications industry.
Lee, associate professor of electrical engineering, has developed a flat antenna about
10 inches square that could replace the large,
dish-shaped antennas now used to receive
satellite television signals. ''We're trying to
replace the existing market with something
that is better and cheaper," he says .
The antenna, known as a microstrip

antenna, could cost much le s than conventional reflector antennas because it can be
mass-produced instead of assembled, Lee
says. Its small size is more aesthetically
pleasing, and the antenna can withstand
harsh environments better than conventional antennas.
SMU received a patent on Lee's basic
antenna design in 1998, and the University
has signed a licensing agreement with
Crest International in Fort Worth to manufacture direct broadcast satellite television

antenna as soon as Lee delivers the final
prototype.
"We estimate that this product will
make SMU several million dollars a year
over the next few year ," ay Tom Athan ,
pre ident and CEO of Cre t Internatio nal.
atellite dishe now account for th

Board of Tru tee approved the e tablishment of a company with RCT to develop and
te t Buynak' compound . Thi i the fir t
uch company MU ha formed . "Thi work
hould . ucce d, unle · we g t ver ' different
an wer wh n the compound · ar t t d in
animal and human ," P ·ron a· .
Buynak r c iv d a . 102,594 grant from
th
19
T x,. Advanc d T chno log ·
Progr m lo c ntinu, hi work on b t -lactam, s, inhibitor ·.

mor,

~

•n . iliv ·

Donald Butler and Zeynep
~elik- B

be larger than
United tat , ' h

a

.

ee i onl on of
ral
SMU re earch r
who
have made di cov ri
that are moving from their laboratorie to the marketpla ce.
Although academia doe not
require faculty member to
engage in 'technology transfer,'
it offer many benefit to
researche rs and the univer ity.
''We can use funds generated by these efforts to support further
research," says Narayan Bhat, dean of
research and graduate studies.
Another SMU researcher who has developed several products with potential commercial value is John Buynak professor of
chemistry in Dedman College. Buynak has
created a new class of compounds called
beta-lacta mase inhibitors that can effectively treat penicillin- resistant infections. His
compound DVR-2, for example, has shown
success in fighting Pseudomo nas aeruginosa,
a bacterial infection common in hospitals.
SMU and Research Corporatio n Technologies, which helps universiti es identify
and manage technolog ies of commerci al
value, are working to introduce Buynak's
compound s to the market.
"We're quite interested in John's cornpounds," says Scott Pyron, RCT's director of
institution al relations. "We think they may
have real value in the fight against antibi(Jtic reHistant organi s ms."
At itH December HJH9 me ·ting, the SMU

L

and more

radiation. The technology ha numerous
con umer applicatio ns, including night
vi ion for automobil es the developm ent of
burglar alarms, and equipmen t that could
detect fires or monitor air pollution.
For example, products based on this
technology could be used by firefighter s to
find the "hot spots" in a burning house or to
determine whether there is a raging fire
behind a closed door. It also could be u sed to
locate people more quickly.
"Smoke obscures your regular vision,
but infrared light can penetrate the smoke,"
Donald Butler explains.
Or, instrumen ts could be developed to
detect forest fires long before any other
means. "For a very small cost, a station
could be set up to monitor a large area of
forest," Butler says.
SMU has received four patents on the
Butlers' technology and also has filed international patents on it. They already h ave
received inquiries about th ir technology
from several European countri s, Japan,

Israel, and 'furkey.
RCT is looking for a company to li
the Butlers' technology. In the meantime
the Butlers have received a grant
NASA to develop an infrared detector
will be placed on low-orbiti ng satellites
mea uring the Earth's radiation for a global
warming tudy.

truly amazing technique
b •cau: it r pl c work that previously was
d n only by supercomputers,"
Larry Smith, director of
r . arch and technology manag m nt at SMU.
Raad' modeling algorithm
a llow th rmal design for integral d circuits to take place at
th
am time as electrical
d ign. Hi work could help companie that design and manufactur high-performance integrated circuits develop more reliable
product and bring their product to market faster.
SMU is seeking funding to
make the interface with the simulation algorithm user-friendly so
that it will have more commercial
value. To date, Raad has received
support for his work from the
National Science Foundatio n,
Texas Instrumen ts, Raytheon
Systems Company, TriQuint
Semicond uctor, Marlow Industries , and
I so nics.
Raad also directs a lab called the SMU
Submicro n Electrothe rmal Sciences Laboratory, in which he can measure the thermal properties of thin-film materials used
in integrated circuits.
"The properties of many materials are
different when they are in a thin-film form,"
Raad explains.
Several Dallas-ba sed companie u 'E'
Raad's lab to test new material or new
ways of using old materials . The lab also
can determine the reliability of materials
and systems.
avid Matula, profes or of computer s<'i·
ence and engin ering, also has ·rcnh'd
a product that rna b of nlm' to tlw
booming tel communic ations industr '.
Matula has developed n nwthod ofhnndlin
and assigning culls ' ithin a t't'llulnr 1 h''"
system that hn s the pot<'ntinl to HH'n'nst' th
s st ' m's lond cnrr. ing capneit~ b~ W tl' 1

D

n sign ifi can t
~~
h'l hnuh)g)
nwnt m thL' \\ 11) t't' ll u lnr ea ll s a r
\llh d in lughl) u t i li l 'd s ~ t ' m ~," mith
. 'l'lw Ll n 1\ er~i t) recei ed a paten L on
tub's 1m t'ntlon in 1997 a n d is trying to
Thi~

Hll'l

i ,1 eompany in t r s Led in using it.
tul1 is fi ne-tu nin g h is work to enha n ce
1ppenl in t h marketplac .

or M faculty m ember s wh o conduct
res arch with com mer cia l potentia l,
t he work offer s both a dvantages and
. a dvantages.
One a dvan t age is the potential financial
n for them selves and SMU. According to
. · Univer sit y's intellectual property poli' up t o 40 percent of any net income gen.ted through royalties is paid to the
entor and an additional 10
·cent to the inventor's lab.
' is income can further
earchers' work by enabling
Ch
!ID to improve their facilities
, expand their staffs.
Choon Sae Lee hopes that if
antenna becomes a commer' l success, SMU will use some
, ts revenue to build an antentesting facility on campus.
now tests his antennas at a
, npany in Richardson.
"There is a great need in the
. Has-Fort Worth area for
- re facilities of this kind," Lee
: ' S. "If SMU had one, it could
· tvide a service to the local
~ lustry and generate even
: re revenue."
In addition, Lee says the
- ting facility would be a valu. e resource for students. "We
• tld train students on this critical technol• ' in wireless communication," h e says. "If
· had more research facilities, we a lso
• tld have more graduate students ."
: >jects such as his also expose graduate
. .dents to interaction with industry.
Lee estimates that it would cost $5 mil- 1 to build the antenna testing facility he
~ds. "That's not money you can get a s a
tfessor at SMU- or any other university,"
says.
Peter Raad, who also serves a s assistant
m of the School of Engineering and
. plied Science, says his electrothermal
ting lab generates goodwill between
[U and industry, which in turn leads to
ernships and job opportunities for grad us, and helps attract more students, faculty
mbers, and endowment funds.
"It is important to connect with your city
i your industry," Raad says, noting that
lias was recently named the top city in
: country in which to do business. "If we
1't do something of value for our city, we

don 't dt> HPI'VP to Lw lwrP."
Donald Butler 1-mys royalty mcom e from
hi s infrared dt>LedOJ'H could help furth er hi s
r 'search in other area s.
"Th probl m with doin g r"search is
that it cost s money to get Ht a rted and to
achi ve the preliminary r esults you need to
put into grant proposals," Butler explain s.
"This could help u s prepare better research
proposals."
The push to commercialize invention s
h as several downsides, however. One is the
initial cost.
"Many people think intellectual property is a way of generating money, and it can
be," Smith says. "But it also costs a whole
lot on t h e front end."
Smith estimates it costs from $10,000 to
$20,000 t o receive a U.S. patent. "International patents are much more," he a dds .
In a ddition , th e time needed to perfect a

The sports drink Gatorade. the anti-cancer dru~
Taxol. and the tech nolo~ used in OVO players are only
afew of the beneficial - and profitable - products
developedby university research labs.
Accordin~ to

The Chronicle of Hiyher Education.

nited States collected
colle~es and universitiesinthe U
more than S576 million inroyaltiesfrom inventions
licensed to industry in fiscal1998. The University of
California System topped the list. with its campuses
earnin~ more than

sn million.

Columbia University. which patented the di~ital
compression technolo~ used inDVO players; Florida
State University. which patented Taxol; and the
University of Florida. which patented Gatorade. are
amon~ other schoolsat the top of the royalty list.
The University of Wisconsin became the first
university to pursue licensin~ when it formed the
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) in 19z5
to commercialize Professor Harry G.Steenbock's
discovery of how to use ultraviolet radiation to produce vitamin Din milk. Today. WARF has more than

pr oduct for market i time taken away fro m
other re earch . Re earcher h ave to make a
choic about h ow th ey pend their time,"
mith ays. 'If they are doing developmental
work, they are not doing di covery re ear ch."
The process of bringing products to th e
m arket a] o can be long an d fru t r ating.
"One of the big myth about intellectual
property i t h e old saying t h at 'if you invent
a better m ou etrap, th e world will beat a
pat h to your door,"' Sm ith say . "Noth ing
could be furt her from th e t ruth. The world
doesn't care if you invent om ething. You
have t o m a rket that in vention, sell it , and
convince people it is an a dvancement in
t echnology t hat is wort h a dopt ing. P eople
are reluctant t o change what they already
have an investment in."
Overall, however, Smith says he
believes the effort to bring new t echnology
to market is worth it. "If faculty members at
SMU and elsewhere weren't doing this type
of work, we wouldn't have all the products
we have," he says.

6oo discoveries available for licensin~ to companies
throu~hout the world. includin~ apharmaceutical
compound that diminishes the symptoms of multiple
sclerosis and amethod for monitorin~ the immunolo~
ical status of transplant recipients.
SMU also hopes to capture apiece of such
royalties. It established an Office of Technolo~
Development in 1998 under the direction of
Larry Smith. The office screens inventions and discoveries for patentability. commercial potential. and
~eneral marketability; supports the filin~ of patent

applications; maintains alist of technolo~ies available
for licensin~; and ne~otiates licensin~ arran~ements
with interested companies.
Narayan Bhat. dean of research and ~aduate
studies. is pleased with the pro~ess SMU has made in
only afew short years. "For aschool our size. we are
do in~ very well." he says.
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avid Weber' father, who owned a furniture and applian ce tore in Buffalo
New York, con idered his on' career
choice a big mistake .
"He told me about sale men who came to
hi store and had history degrees Weber
rememb ers. Ironically, a secret to success in
retailin g appears to be one that Weber took to
heart in his work: location, location, location.
Weber, directo r of the William P.
Clemen ts Center for Southw est Studies and
the Robert H . and Nancy Dedma n Profess or
of History , has become one of the leading
cholar · of .S. borderl ands history, particularly the impact Spams h settlers had on
·ative Amenc ans in the Spanis h colonial
p •ri()d . Border hmds history look at the
crmflw· ncf' of culture s - includi ng English ,

French , Spani h, Mexica n, and Native
Americ an - in a region once con idered too
far out of the main tream of U.S. hi tory to
warran t attentio n.
Weber has written or edited 20 books
and more than 50 cholarl y articles on the
history of the southw estern United States.
His nationa lly acclaim ed book The Spanis h
Frontie r in North Americ a) which was
named one of the 'notabl e book ' for 1992
by The New York Times, i conside red the
yard tick again t which other books in the
growin g field of borderl ands researc h are
measur ed.
"David Weber i surely the 1 ading
scholar of the outhwe tern borderl ands of
his g n ration; inde d, he rank " ith
Herber t Eugen Bolton, who found d the
field ofbord rlands history, as on of it' pr -

eminen t practiti oners in this century ," ay~
William Cronon the Freder ick Jack on
Turner Profess or of History Geogra ph , and
Enviro nmenta l Studies at the ni er ity of
Wiscon sin-Ma dison.
Only a scholar as balance d a Weber
could lead the field in reinter preting orne of
the nation most dearl held myth about
its history. This include s a re- valuati on of
Bolton' s work which " a part of an early
20th centur Yal erie that boa ted the
motto Let us now prai
famous nwn."
Where once U. . hi torians fo u ed on th
action of famou
nglo- merica n nwn in
tate and nationa l capital s, W 'bt.'l' lwl1
l ad the hift in empha sis to tlw al'tt(H\S
ever da men and wonwn of mmw rn
,;I [!;It that th' ~rholnr::-lnp ()1\ tht fa n
tier \ as too L\nglo 't.'nt ri '.
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n nnt lonk nt it from lbuqu r ue or th
rn Roekits," Web r e plains . His first
1k, The Taos TI·appers : Fur Trade in the
,. Southwest, gr w out of that feeling.
rlit~r hi~torian cast the Anglo-Americans
winn rs and the Spaniards as losers
·nuse the could not hold the territories
orth Am rica. Those historians focused
the Anglo-Americans of the 1820s and
30 a heroes coming from the East in
trch of beaver in the West, which usually
s depicted as a vast open space. In realiMexico extended to the northern bound~ es of what is now California, Utah, and
• lorado and included the Rocky Mountain
1 P,on, which made the "West" part of
rxico. From that perspective, the Anglo.. 1ericans were illegal immigrants and
:tchers depleting a Mexican natural
.ource: beaver.
"I like to take what is familiar and make it
ange: to put Anglo-American trappers who
1

t

tt ht

a trea sure trove of very conceivable
imprint on Western Americana and much of
Mexico," he says. Libraries in Chicago and
California may rank higher in h andwritten
manuscripts, but DeGolyer's holdings in
maps and photographs (400,000 items) and
rare publications - such as the pamphlet
containing a letter Columbus wrote about
his impressions of the New World that was
printed when he returned to Spain - can
stand up to any other collection.

he Clements Center, which Weber
directs, publishes new editions of some
of the DeGolyer's most noteworthy
books and recent SMU scholarship. Again,
Weber is at the vanguard, using high-tech,
"printing on demand" techniques that many
trade publishers would envy.
These techniques enabled the publication of the Center's recent book on Picuris

spoken by many peopl e, and there were
Native Americans."
The onl y passions to be found in Weber's
work are those for detail and accuracy,
reflected in the nearly 200 pages of footnotes
and lists of resou rce materials included in
The Spanish Frontier, which took five years
to write. His exhaustive research corrected
the errors of earlier historians about who
discovered the Mississippi River (Alvarez de
Pineda, not Hernando de Soto or Rene La
Salle) and set straight a popular, but wrong,
notion that Spaniards went to the New
World to plunder, while the English and
French came to settle and trade.
"David is a scholar's scholar, a historian's
historian," Cronan says. "He scrupulously
combines meticulous archival research with
a commanding understanding of the broad
sweep of the historiography to produce subtle, nuanced interpretations that are so evenhanded and fair-minded that they command

avid Weber Carves a Niche as Leadiny Borderlands Historian
:tded west into northern Mexico instead of
~ 'American' West," Weber explains.
Earlier historians often did not read
anish or think in terms of conservation.
"The emphasis instead was on the brav' of these mountain men, fighting off dan~s, serving as an advance guard for
1erica's manifest destiny," Weber says.
any of them were criminals who sold
ns to the Indians and bought stolen livetck that Indians took from Mexican
1chers. By selling guns to the Indians,
~y upset the balance of power in the
P,on. Stephen F. Austin referred to these
1 ys as land pirates."
Weber is working on a new book,
, aniards and Their Savages in the Age of
• lightenment, which looks at Spanish
: ations with independent Indian groups
: North America, Central America, and
; uth America from 1750-1812. He is
. .empting to place North America more
: ly in context as part of a larger empire for
· tich Spain had to commit resources and
. mpower. That picture, he says, did not
• terge clearly in his prize-winning book.
"If you were to read The Spanish
. mtier, you could come to the conclusion
1t Spain was unable to hold on to its
·rth American empire, even though it held
for 300 years - 50 years longer than the
itish and 100 years longer than the
ench," Weber says.
Weber conducts much of his research at
IU's DeGolyer Library. "The DeGolyer is

Pueblo, an archaeological site near SMU-inTaos at Fort Burgwin, New Mexico.
Weber is too humble to claim even
changing people's minds , although he
does acknowledge changing "half a dozen"
lives through the fellowship program he
directs at the Clements Center, named for
former Texas Governor William P.
Clements. In 1995 , Clements gave a $10
million gift to create the Center and
SMU's Ph.D. program in American history
with an emphasi on the Southwest.
Other benefactors include the Carl B. and
Florence E . King Foundation
the
Summerfield Roberts Foundation, and the
Summerlee Foundation.
Weber credits his ucces in part to
being in the right place at the right historical time. "We've had a major hift in the
understanding and appreciation of Spanish
and Mexican heritage in Southwestern
America just in my lifetime," he says. The
change in perspective followed the U.S. population's shift southward from the Rust Belt
to the Sun Belt and the northward immigration of Hispanics from Mexico, Cuba,
and Central America.
Weber remembers being fascinated by
the beauty, history, and exotic feel of
Albuquerque when he arrived at the
University of New Mexico to attend graduate school after growing up in upstate New
York. "In some respects, going to New
Mexico was like going abroad," he recalls.
"There were Hispanics, Spanish was still

respect from the entire field. "
When confronted with a stack of favorable reviews of The Spanish Frontier,
Weber says "the reviewers have been very
generous." He's put together a humorous
talk in which he reviews his reviewers.
"Some reviewers wrote that I am proSpanish; some wrote that I am antiSpanish. Some see me as pro-Indian, some
as anti-Indian, and they are all reading the
same book," he says.
He laughs at the memory of one reviewer
who wrote, ''Weber's Hispanophilic (meaning
he favors the Spanish), but he's not very good
at being Hispanophilic becau e the evidence
he present of Spanish misdeeds undermines
the general argument."
I don't think one can be totally objective, although I do think we must try to be
as balanced as we can. If I have a passion
for anything, it's for that," he says.
Revisionism is an ongoing process in history, just as it is in science, Weber says. He
refuses to commit "intellectual patricide"
against the historians who went before him,
saying only that they didn't go far enough in
their analysis. "It's not that the Anglos didn't perform heroic deeds," he says. "They did.
They let people go west, and they fought
grizzlies, and so on. But that is a one-dimensional view, and we must see all the dimensions. There are other dimensions that the
next generation will see that will give an
even fuller picture - perhaps in some completely unforeseeable way."
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or the past decade Profe or of Art
Histor y Annem arie Weyl Carr has
sough t clues to the history of a
Byzan tine icon that seem as my teriou as
the Holy Grail. Known today as the
Kykko tissa, the great miracl e-work ing icon
of the Mothe r of God is named after the
11th-c entury Monas tery of Kykkos, located
on the highes t mount ain in Cyprus . Powerful on the island alread y when Cypru s was
a Crusa der kingdo m (1191- 1489), the
Kykko tissa attain ed intern ationa l fame
during the height of the Ottom an reign
(1570-1878).
Today the Kykko tissa remain s deeply
engage d in the republic's life. The icon has
been veiled from view for centuri es, but its
person a can be traced throug h the hundre ds
of replica s that surviv e in church es and icon
collections throug hout the Christ ian world.
J history, Carr says, exposes the shiftin g
natur£> of icon~ over time, and the interpl ay
of Orthod ox tnHlitwn and Wester n Europ an

interve ntion in haping tho e hift .
arr, who ha taught at SMU ince 1972
and pent her career illumi nating the mysteries of the Byzan tine world, was named
Unive r ity Di tingui hed Profes sor last fall.
Her disting uished ervice to SMU includ es
two terms a chair of Meado ws School of the
Arts' Divi ion of Art History. Her classro om
skills have earned her SMU's Facult y
Award for Excell ence in Teachi ng, the
Metho dist Churc h Award for Outsta nding
Teache r and Schola r, and the Meado ws
Found ation Distin guishe d Teachi ng Fellowship. In additio n, Carr's schola rship has
been recogn ized worldwide. She has traveled throug hout the Medit errane an and the
Middle East to conduc t resear ch and attend
interna tional confer ences to presen t the
results of her resear ch on Byzan tine art.
The empire called Byzan tium - a term
created in late 16th-c entury Germ any- was
the mediev al, hristia n compon nt of th
Roman empire . It last d from the install ation of lh Roman gov rnm nt in onstan -

tinople (now Istanb ul) in 330 C.E . until the
city's fall to the Ottom ans in 1453.
Byzan tium's own citizen s called themselves
Roman s. To Weste rn Europ eans, however,
they seeme d exotic, "domi nated by mysticism, women , and Christi anity," Carr says.
Among the Byzan tines' greate st art form
was the icon, images of sacred figures or
events venera ted by believe rs as holy that
served as media tors betwee n the viewer and
the image depicte d.
"The Byzan tines produc ed ravi hing
image s engage d with the inward elf," arr
says. "But becaus e much of thi art emed
alien to Weste rn sensib ilities, th icon.
have been perceiv ed as m t riou~ and
'Easte rn.' But the ar not 'Ea t rn;' the:
are Byzan tin .'
For arr the rusad s ~ ~ned ai' n
av nue into th histori cal pr c 'SS that '\ni·
ntalize d" B zanliu m and its icons. ( n ru
merg d as a place in which to oh:-;t n't th t
proces s as it occmT 'd O\ t' 'l nt uri
h a us' il stands nl t lu nwd m' p 1int

1nt has becom d fined by European his-

·y < s opposites: a s "East " and "West ," sh e
vs . Th island, d sired by every power
; king naval domination of the eastern
Jditerranean since the days of ancient
.. ·pt, has experienced an endless succesm of invaders - from the Crusaders in the
th century to the Ottomans in the 16th
ntury. It was reclaimed by Britain in
7 , and launched as a bicommunal
tristian/Muslim republic in 1960.
'Cyprus remains one of the most stimuing places I've been because it has very
werful contemporary issues that make
3tory an extremely visible part of life
ere," Carr says. Today Cyprus is a country
rided between Greek-speaking Christians
d Turkish-speaking Muslims. "How the
ferent cultures live and resolve their conptions of history and ethics makes life
Jmendously vibrant in Cyprus, because
3tory is a way of defining who one is." To
LIT, Cyprus seemed an ideal site to study
e life of a great icon as it negotiated its
:J.ce in the interplay of Crusader and
·zantine, Catholic and Orthodox.
Carr has visited churches on Cyprus,
.nting icons that repeat or reflect the
rkkotissa. They show the Mother of God
stling her cheek in the curls of a Christ
ild who twists in her arms, his little bare
~s kicking from a tunic thin enough
reveal his belly button. "It's the way
al children behave," Carr says.
here's none of this little king sitting
her arm like a puppet. That's one of
e really striking aspects of it." Icon
inters today continue to paint
.ages of the Kykkotissa; some of the
ms that repeat the Kykkotissa
.ve become miracle-workers in
eir own right.

19t h cen t u ries, wh en it was venerated
throughout the Orth odox world.
"Kykkos was r emark ably effective at
disseminatin g th e fa m e of its icon. What
requires more thought is why t h e reception was so eager," Car r says. "This goes
deep into the condition of Orth odoxy
under the Ottoman Empire, wh en many
icons achieved gre a t fam e. But t h e
Kykkotissa's case also specifically h as to
do with its role a s an icon of Cypriot identity and, eventually, national identity. This
gave the Kykkotissa a vitality long into the
modern era that many other icons did not
enjoy. Over the centuries, the Kykkotissa
has adapted to many different social, political, religious, and ethnic contexts, on
Cyprus and abroad."
Since at lea st t he early 1700s, t h e
Kykkotissa has been concealed behin d a silver cover and heavily embroider ed veils,
only adding t o the icon's mysteriousness
and allure. Skeptics an d scholar s h ave long
challenged th e monastery to uncover it, but
this seem s unlikely t o happen, Carr says.
"Cypriots h ave a deep feeling for the way
their complex h eritage h as taken sha pe.
And the veiled Kykkotissa is as much a part
of t h eir heritage a George Wa hington and
the cherry tree is of ours. What good does it
do t o take it a part?"

congregations. At other times the icon was
replicated in small paintings for private
use, registering a shift in the icon's special
appeal, she says. Many of the early replicas
made of the Kykkotissa appear to be of high
quality and created with expensive materials. There were periods of its life, however,
particularly in the 18th century, when the
majority of replicas were cheaply made. The
audience that bought the cheap replicas
was different from the audience responding
to t h e costly replicas.
"I'm piecing together how the icon lived
its life," Carr says, "and in the process, I
suggest ways in which art historians can
learn to see the icons not as static, unchanging figures on a gold ground, but to see the
life in them."

arr, wh o earned her M.A. degree and
h er Ph. D. from the University of
Michigan, h as written nu merous books
and articles on Byzantine art including
Byzantine Illwnination, 1150-1250: The
S tudy of a Provincial Tradition and A
Masterpiece of Byzantine Art Recovered: The
Thirteenth-Centu ry Murals of Lysi, Cyprus.
The books won Vasari Awards in 1987 and
1991 from the Da llas Museum of Art for
out tanding a rt h istory book. Her research
h as been supporte d by n umerous
grants a nd fe llow h ips from t h e
N ationa l
Endowm en t
for
the
Humanitie , The Meadows Foundation ,
and the Dumbarton Oaks Center for
Byzantine Studies, among other s.
As she continue h er research, Carr
hopes to learn more about icons' relationship t o the We t since the fall of
Byzantium. ' The Crusaders took to
icons like ducks to water. But at some
point, icons cea sed to look like 'our' art
in Western Europe and became somebody else's art."' But "somebody else's
art" that seems too alien to Western
sensibilities also raises the same perennial
issues that much of Western European art
raises , Carr adds. "How does one relate to
the holy? How do societies build shared
imaginations? What are the threads that
link us to one another?
"Icons are powerful threads that tie people together. They were fundamental in creating a shared conception of the world.
Through my research and my classes I
hope the Byzantine works become moving,
and less alien."

Byzantine art historian
Annemarie Carr traces the life
of a divine ima!e
from the 12th century.

ow the Kykkotissa came to
Cyprus has become a matter of
legend - it was sent by a Byzantine
1peror in the 12th century. The earliest
m known that displays the Mother of God
the posture associated with the
rkkotissa was created in the 12th century,
>st likely in Constantinople, Carr says.
Lt evidence of an icon cult at Kykkos does
t emerge until the late 14th century, and
is difficult to know just how the cult
n1ed, or why it crystallized around an
•n of this particular type. The icon's greatj fame developed in the 17th through the

As the audience that responded to it
changed over the years, the Kykkotissa icon
has assumed different meanings. "Anything
that had the longevity of an image like that
must have constantly renegotiated its place
in people's lives," Carr says. What do you
look for if the composition remains the same,
but its meaning is constantly changing?"
To that question, Carr responds by
studying "styles of use." There are periods
in which the Kykkotissa icon was replicated
in large panels designed for public roles in

tions," National Science
tion; and $24,500 and $17,501,
"Active Network Management,•
Lockheed Sanders.

ry Gib on, and
Electrical
Engineering: $175,000, "vBNS
Connectivity for Southern
Methodist University," National
cience Foundation.
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In 1998-99, sponsors awarded SMU ~1o.o68. 766
for direct and indirect costs of research and sponsored projects. amodest mcrease over the
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increase over the S7.431.766 rece1ved in 1996·97Atotal of 122 awards were made to 71 principal
investi~ators and co-pnnCipal invest1~ators.
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Electrical Engineerin r: $1 ,900, "Workshop:
'I1 chnological Innovations and
Ba ic Re earch in Communication and Information Theory
Work hop, Dallas, TX," National
ci nee Foundation.
Learning Therapy:
. 200,000, "Language Enrichment
Activitie Program (LEAP)
Training," Texa Education
Ag ncy; $63,300, "Head Start
Proj ct," 'I1 xas Instruments
Foundation; $9, 40, "Rosie
Harri Head tart Center," Head
tart of reater Dallas Inc.
Biological Sciences:
$16 ,304," tructure-Function
t.udie of E. coli FIFO ATPase,"
a tiona! Institutes of Health;
and $45,000 and $42,000, "Metal
helate Mediated Proteolysis of
Membrane Proteins," Welch
Foundation.
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$730,968
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tati tical cience: $150,569
'Stati tical Methods for
Monitoring the Comprehen ive
Nuclear Te t Ban Treaty " Defense
Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA).

Geological Sciences:
$319,795, "TXAR ARRAYOperation and Maintenance,"
U.S. Air Force; $36,551, "Independent Evaluation of Department of Energy Infrasonic
Prototype," Quantum Technology
Services, Inc. (QTSI); $13,700,
"Modifications to TXAR Communications," CACI Technologies,
Inc.; $7,936, "TXAR Station
Calibration," U.S. Air Force.
()pofogiraL Sciences: $90,000,

"Collection and Analysis of Data
from Exploswn in Israel,
H~JIHpan, and Arizona," The
f'q~ •nt!'l ofthf! Un1versity of
(AJlifMnw

Geological Sciences:
$250,043, "Experimental and
Theoretical Determination of
Solubilities of Rock-Forming
Minerals," National Science
Foundation.

latistical ci nee:
240,000, .. tali tical Method
for Ionitoring omprehen iv
Te t Ban Treaty," Defen e Threat
Reduction gency (DTRA l.

Biological Sciences:
$250,413, "Dietary Modulation
of Cellular Oxidative Stress in
Aging," and $208,723, "Cellular
Aging and Oxygen Free
Radicals," National Institutes
of Health; and $32,800, "Mechanisms for Cardioprotection
in HSFF1 Knockout Mice,"
University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center.
Biological Sciences: $201,843,
"Glutathione, Oxidative Stress
and Aging," National Institutes
of Health.
Biological Sciences:
$161,898, "Regulation of
Antioxidative Genes and Aging,"
National In stitutes of Health .

Electrical
Engineering: $127,054,
' Measurements and Modeling of
Noi e in Next Generation SubMicron MOSFETs," and $10,000,
' Research Experience for Undergraduates on Measurements and
Modeling of Noise in Next Generation Sub-Micron MOSFETs,"
National Science Foundation.
Electrical Engineering:
$199,908, "GOAL!: Systems
Integration of Uncooled Y-Ba-Cu-0
IR Detectors," and $9,938, "REU
on Systems Integration of
Uncooled Y-Ba-Cu-0 IR Detectors," National Science Foundation.
Electrical
Engineering: $46,630, "Noise
Performance of Thermally Isolated Pyroelectric Infrared Detectors," Raytheon TI Systems Inc.
Electrical Engineering: $103,412, "Routing upport
for Wir I 'SR and Mobil<' ppliea

Anthropology:
$238,927, "The Paleolithic of
Portugal and the Ukraine,"
(anonymous sponsor).
Biological
Sciences: $198,302, "Eicosanoic
Acids in Trypanosoma Brucei,"
National Institutes of Health.
Biological Sciences:
$184,192, "Polycomb-group Genes
and Gene Regulation," National
Institutes of Health.
Electrical
Engineering: $135,000, "Signal
Processing Arrays, ' (anonymous
sponsor); and $36,472, "De ign
and Implementation of a RealTime Blind Signal eparation
System," Th University of Utah.
Mechanical
Engineering: $100,000 nnd
$60,000, "P Program that
enerat s She 11 and f\ht'l't
Layers from .. ·-Hay f\enns,"
Bol'ing o. Bt•ll lh•hcoph'l'.
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H'r Thmperature ensin g
.-t{ m s in Flowing and Idle
)duction Wells at th e Dixie
lley, Ne a da, Geoth erm al
•ld," 0 bow Geothermal
rpor ation .

Theology: $124,229,
·ogram to Enhance Theological
1ools' Capacities to Prepare
ndidates for Congregational
nistry," Lilly Endowment Inc.
Geological S ciences:
5,000 and $35,208, "Terrestial
met Evolution," and $22,000,
·ctonic Evolution of Planet
rfaces" National Aeronautics
:l Space Administration.

e1 on Chemistry:
5,000, "Poly (phosphole?:enes) and their Spirocyclic
alogs," and $42,000, "Poly
alkyl-phosphazene
polymers)," Welch Foundation;
:l $30,000, "Synthesis and
actions of Cyclic Phosphazenes
;h Bulky Substituents: Star
lymers with Phosphazene
res," American Chemical
~iety.

Mechanical Eng ineer'': $90,755, "Cooperative
search: Local Tsunami Effects
. :l Their Mitigation Measures,"
. tional Science Foundation;
. i $25,000, "Measurement of
in-Film Properties," Raytheon
3tems Company (RSC).
1

1

e, Geological Sciences:
. )5,000, "Structure and
, limentology of the Beardmore
':mp Antarctica: Latest
oproterozoic to Early Paleozoic
:tonic Evolution of the East
. tarctic Margin," National
ence Foundation.
1

Computer
. ence and Engineering:
5,996, "Development of
ltistical/Simulation Projection
. ·del Algorithms to Forecast
: vy Enlisted Personnel,"
ttelle; $5,481, "AT&T Local
+vice Ordering and
>visioning Models," AT&T; and
J,l05, "Processing Network
)grams: Theory and Practical
plication," U.S. Navy.

Electronic Media
and Film, "Redefining the M dia
Mark tplace," Convergence:
The Journal of Research into
New Media Techno/ogLes, 4(1)
(199 ): 27-32.
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'h •rni try,
'\'pnltal lnstahiliti •s in R •, ction
Random \ nlks with Dir · ·tionInd •p ·ndl•nt Kin •tic ," Phy "ICft/
Re1•u•w E. HO ( 1t 9 : 265 I-~ 5 ;;3.

Anthropology,
Writing Against the Wind :
A Mother's Lif'e Ilistmy,
Wilmington: .R. Books, 19. 9.
P ' cholo{..ry, Th('
How to tudy Bool~. N .w Y0rk:
Barricad Book-, 19 9.

1

Uer, Finan· •, c -au thor,
th • ptimal , 'tructur • of
Finan ·ial Inc ·ntiv •s or
hnt •rpd · Zorw and ) h •r
Locntiunal 1 'H•lopm •nt
Program:-," -lou mal of Urban

k

normal!\ It\., 'rititnl I a 'l·1 h ·on·
and nlt-Ha ·t ·t Politic.·." Bufj(dc~
Lmc Ret'l<'ll', 17 I 199. l: 1 1]()

ennell,

R ligiou ludi
John Eliot' Mi. ion to the
Indian , Harvard niv r~ity
Pre , 1999.

id ldon do, Th •ology.
PmteslaTIIes Protestants:
1/i.pcum Christia!ll/v Within
lainlint• 'fhHiition.. ushvil l •:
Abingdon Pr • .. 199 .

.

Biological
ci •n l'S, co-author, "Lin •nr
Mitochondrial Plasmtd. of
F. oxyspontm ar rove!.
~'!om 1· -ltk' H •tro I nwnl·."
Molecular C£'!1, 1 Aul-,Tttsl
( 199 ): 229-2:3 .

nter for Teaching
Excellence co-author, Balanced
Reading trategie and Practice :
A ses ing and As i ting Reader,
with pecial Need , Ne.,: York:
MerrillfPrentice Hall Publi hing
Company 1999.
Anthropology,
Provocateur: Images of Women
in Advertising, Rowman &
Littlefield, 1999.
Accounting coauthor, "Firm Performance
and Focus: Long-Run Stock
Market Performance Following
Spinoffs," Journal of Financial
Economics, October (1999).
Music, "The
Emergence ofNight," on "Night
Thoughts and Fancies: New Music
for Flute and Piano," Capstone
Rec0rds, Brooklyn, NY, 1999.

P

Economics,
"The Political Economy of Trade
Liberalization and Environmental
Policy," Southern Economic
Journal, 65(3) (1999): 513-525.
Theology, The
ThPology of the First Letter to
thP Cormthian.c;, New Testament
Theology Series, Cambridge,
UK, and New York: Cambridge
Univcn;tty Pre<;H, 1999.

>n

!Ccortomics, 1;)1:3) ( 1 • 9): ·121-15

lexi cCro sen 11 i. tor . ·-. 'abbatariani. m Th Int r: >ctton of
~hurch und •'t. l in h
rch :lnttion ofEv•r)day Li[l ," hapl r
in Reli 1 ious and, 'ecular Reform
tn America. vol 6 of 7 in Europ an
Papers 111 Amaican !ft. ·torv. ditd b) Dav1d K. dam. and
. van !inn n, Edinniv r it Pr - , 1999.
Anthropology, editor, E. . quire and E.H. Davi
Ancient Monument of the Missisippi Valley: 150 1h Anniversary
Edition, mith onian Press, 1998.

omputer cience
and Engineering, "An Efficient
Decompo ition Algorithm to
Optimize Spare apacity in a
Telecommunications Network,'
INFORM Journal on
Computing, 11 (1999): 149-160.
Electrical
Engineering, co-author, "Adaptive
Fuzzy Process Control of
Integrated Circuit Wire Bonding,"
IEEE Transactions on Electronics
Packaging Manufacturing, 22(3)
(1999): 223-243.

d
Economics,
"Endogenous Trade Policy Under
Foreign Direct Investment,"
Journal of International
Economics, 49(2) (1999): 289-308.
Mechanical
Engineering, co-author, "The
Fluid Effect on the Effective
Attenuation Coefficient of a Fully
Saturated Porous Medium Under
Laser Radiation," Experimental
lfeat Transfer, 12 0999): 157-174.

Phy ic , co-author "Heavy
Quark Hadroproduction in
Perturbative QCD," Physical
Review, D59, 014506 (1999).
Political Science,
"Issue Fluidity and Agenda
Setting on the Warren Court,"
Political R esearch Quarterly,
52(1) (1999): 39-64.
Art History, "The
Capitals of San Juan de la Pena:
Narrative Sequence and Monastic
Spirituality in the Romanesque
Cloister," Studies in Iconography,
20 (1999).

Music, wrote the
core for The Night of the
Headle Horseman: The True
Tale of the Legend of Sleepy
H ollow , broadcast nationally on
F X lelevi ion October 28,

ar
Music,
ing In litulion : Community
ch ol and 'Improper Shrines'
in ixl nth- enlury China,"
Late Imperial China, 20(1) June
( 1 99): 5-106.
Statistical
ci nc , co-author, "A Class of
P rmulalion Tests of Bivariate
lnl rchangeability," Journal
of the American Statistical
Association, 94 (1999): 273-284.

n,
Organizational
Behavior and Business Policy,
"The Influence of Goal
Orientation and Self-Regulation
Tactics on Sales Performance:
A Longitudinal Field Test,"
J ournal of Applied Psychology,
84(2) (1999): 249-259.
Anthropology,
Indigenous South Americans of
the Past and Present, Boulder:
Westview Press, 1999.
Political
Science, co-author, "Competing
Redistricting Plans as Evidence of
Political Motives: The North
Carolina Case," American Politics
Quarterly, 27 (1999): 147-176.
Geological
Sciences, "A New Dendromurine
(Rodentia: Muridiae) from the
Middle Miocene of Western
Kenya," in Advances in Vertebrate
Paleontology and Geochronology,
National Science Museum
Monographs, No. 14, edited by
Y. Tomida, L.J. Flynn, and
L.L. Jacobs, 1998.

Theology, J esus
is my Uncle: Christology from a
Hispanic Perspective, Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1999.

Theology, "How
Does God Act?" International
Journal of ystematic Theolo~y 1
(1999): 138-152.

Mechanical
Engineering, co-author,
"Comparisons of Compact and
Classical Finite Difference
Solutions of Stiff Problems on
Nonuniform Grids," Computers
and Fluids, 28 (1999): 361.

Electronic l\ll'dia
and Film, "Th I orean Wnr l<'ilm
as Famil Melodrama: 'Tlw
Bridgt's at Thko Ri' t H1f 0, ..
Historical Journal o( l<'1lm. Uadro
c 7N<•!•ision. 1H{a) ( 1~)H~)) ~lf)~l l 7

TOP lEFT : Detar! from Mrnkowskr's Garden 1997 . r8"x r8" Oil on wood

ary Vernon says the ~eometric pattern builds her paintin~s. and color completes them by

M

transform in~ the assertion of aformal plan. "I am alandscape painter, and I work out, in my
paintin~s. the identity of landscapes, plants, and certain spaces,"says Vernon, who ~rew up in

the Pecos valley in southern New Mexico and credits the surround in~ desert landscape with teach in~ her what
to look for. An associate professor of drawin~ and paintin~ in Meadows School of the Arts, Vernon has tau~ht

at SMU since 1967- Her work has appeared in exhibitions in the United States and Europe as well as in books
and on compact disc covers. Vernon received her M.A.

de~ee

Albuquerque. To see more of her work visit her Web sites at
www. Wjart.com/MaryVemon.html.

hom the University of New Mexico,

www.smu.edu/~art/faculty/vernon/

and

